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About This Game

Do you trust your reflexes? This game measures your attention, your quickness, your quick decision, and even allows you to
enter competitions with others while measuring them. This game that tests you and your friends with various modes is the one to

fill the spare time!

You can play with your friends with each other, with fun, test your knowledge and attentiveness. In new updates, there's no
doubt that we will connect you to the game with new types of testing.
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The logic of the game is just to do what you want in the game mode at the right time. (SPACE) button, you will earn points if
you press it at rigth time. It depends entirely on your reflexes, your quickness and your quick thinking.

The game consists not only of single players but also of lobbies which can be played up to 4 players. Optionally, it can be played
with single player, 2,3 and 4 player options. You can also join your friends by creating groups or joining game matches via the
menu. Multiple games contain a total of 5 random game modes and at the end of the game each person's statistics on all games

are displayed.

Math

Color Test

Country Flags

Country Populations
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Sad Face

Memory

Dice

Same Shapes

White Screen

Combined Boxes

And more with updates...
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this made me suicidal. It's a really "cheap" knockoff of Super Smash Bros.
I love the fact that you can play as Indie characters (Sadly no Indiana Jones), but the game is unfinished.
No online multiplayer (greyed out), missing characters and levels (those would be the addons later but cancelled), feels a little
bit empty and sluggish overall.... Plexarium is similar to the capture the flag genre.
You're given the task to gather all the hidden fuel containers.
Each level is a randomly generated maze with multiple floors.
But be careful, there are many spiders roaming the ship.
And they can attack from a short distance.. This game is stupid it would be good if they fixed it... somehow.. This is an amazing
train BUT... many of the included career scenarios are all but impossible to complete unless you want to spend the time saving
and reloading all the way from Gretna to Motherwell because in career mode even non EPS speeds will see your score wiped out
by penalties and to get round the various bends like Elvanfoot curve etc you have to drop to absurd speeds of 70mph whilst you
in a class 86 could go round the same bends considerably faster without incurring one penalty.

Yet saying that, in standard mode, it is still a very sleek, very powerful train, far better in my opinion than the Voyager or 801, a
shame the speed set control doesn't auto brake like other ones e.g. class 91, 90 etc does on speed set control but it is a very well
modelled, superb crafted train set nevertheless and in other liveries looks gorgeous.

If you are a points and medal zealot like myself then this will frustrate you in career mode but still in other modes it is a pleasure
to drive, very predictable and my one hope is that DTG will pay some lurve to this, add more functionality to the train, fix the
drive quality issues and bring it into the realm of an updated 2015 ready unit.
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Hmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmn it would be really great to play this game but the cursor issue is a slight major
problem. this is an boring indie rpg\/action game with repetitive, grindy and dull gameplay, uninteresting story, terrible and
confusing controls, bad graphics and primitive combat mechanics. i also can't refund because i bought this game 30 days ago..
It's a pretty good game. The story is interesting. Looking forward to Episode 3. :). It's an interesting entry in the "two ships at the
same time" genre, but I liked Schizoid for Xbox way better. The puzzle design is weak and the story just isn't pulling me in.
Most levels are simple enough that you would expect that there's only a single solution that requires some degree of cleverness
to spot or dial in, but that only happens one time in ten. The other 90% of the time in this game, it just feels like "I don't get it--I
can just do this, or this, or this, or this", and a solution is easy to pull out. Having a par time to beat might make it more fun, as
would more cases where truly simultaneous is required.. fun 2d game. Nothing makes me happier than firing a waiter.. Probably
one of the most beautiful games I've ever played
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